
NOTE: This is a rendering of the grout colour samples and is meant as an approximate guide.
For more accurate colour representation, please conatct our aba team. Actual shade and texture will
depend on job site conditions, beyond manufacturers control.
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SelectorSelector
COLOURED GROUT

▼282 Alabaster 

▼229 Buff 

▼287 Charred Ash 

▼250 French Vanilla 

▼280 Havana 

▼249 Light Beige 

▼288 Macchiato 

▼273 Magellan Grey 

▼202 Midnight 

▼241 Misty Grey 

▼210 Mocha 

▼285 Mudberry 

▼216 Sandalwood 

▼211 Slate Grey 

▼227 Todd River Sand

▼277 Travertine 

▼248 Walnut 

▼200 White



HOW-TO GROUT
BEFORE YOU START
Ensure the joints are clean and free from excess adhesive. With porous tiles, dampen the joints with 
water (not wet) before grouting to avoid dehydration. Do not grout until the tile adhesive has set firmly. 
Remove all tile spacers before grouting.

APPLICATION

HANDY HINTS
• To enhance the colour, impart a degree of flexibility and reduce porosity and staining, use ABA 

MULTIPURPOSE PRIMER AND ADDITIVE by replacing half the water content with it when mixing
• It is advisable to check ease of cleaning with tiles that have a textured or matt surface before grouting
• In outdoor conditions, it is essential to provide protection from all extremes of climate during the whole

fixing and grouting operation

USING ABA COLOURED & WHITE GROUT
A smooth, cement-based grout with improved colour integrity. It can be used 
for tile joints from 1mm to 4mm wide, on walls and floors. Available in 1kg.

COLORED and WHITE GROUT contain anti-mould agents and water repellents. 
Improved workability helps to ensure flush joints, which is most noticeable with 
rectified edged tiles.

COLOURED GROUT is available in a wide range of designer colours 
           matching recent tile trends (see Grout Colour Selector).

 

 

 

STEP 1
Mix grout to a smooth toothpaste
consistency as per instructions.

STEP 4
When grout has sufficiently
hardened in the tile joints, polish the 
tile with a clean dry cloth or sponge.

STEP 2
Work grout diagonally into the joints using a 
rubber squeegee or grout float, only grouting 
small areas at a time. Press the grout firmly
into the joints.

STEP 3
With a damp sponge, work in a diagonal motion 
to remove excess grout from tile surface. 
Rinse the sponge and change water regularly.

NEED HELP WITH 
YOUR PROJECT?
See our How-to flyers, product tips & tricks
and more on our website www.aba-sea.com


